The Gathering of the Elders and The Sacred Sites of the Pacific North-West

“When the Eagle once again flies with the Condor, a lasting peace will reign in the Americas and will spread throughout the World to unite humanity”

www.earthworksforhumanity.org

We have been working energetically with sacred sites around the World for many years, typically focusing on the sites of Western Europe and North America. When the opportunity arose to work in ceremony with the Elders of many North and South American Nations, we relished the opportunity, particularly when the intention is to bring peace to the planet. Recently, a number of North American Elders came together to intentionally take the Eagle to the Condor through gifts and ceremonies to South America to the shores of Lake Titicaca on the border of Bolivia and Peru. The ceremonies began on the New Moon of March 19th, 2007, coming to a climax on the spring equinox of March 21st ending in joy and celebration on Friday March 23rd. Our involvement was all at a distance, but no less powerful.

During our meditations of the previous week, we activated the ley lines running from the North of the Americas down to the South. Previously visiting many of the sacred sites along these ley lines created the opportunity to open and activate the energy pathways for the work to come. We began in the Aleutian Island panhandle of Alaska moving through the magnificent peaks of Mount McKinley, spreading south along the coast and as far east as the Rocky Mountains of both Canada and the United States; ultimately emptying this flow of energy into the depths of Lake Titicaca. Energetically, we gathered up the sacred masculine from the top of the mountains in the North in order to present them to the depths of the womb of the sacred feminine in the South. This was all in preparation for the week of ceremonies to follow.¹

Our Monday Meditation on the 19th of March, the New Moon, was dedicated to the gathering taking place in Lake Titicaca. We already had created some energetic gifts that we were going to take ethereally to the ceremony, in order that we contribute our loving intentions to the occasion, to add to the energetic of peace. Before discussing the meditation though, I feel it important to share the wisdom of the peoples of the sacred Aleutian Islands. The Aleut First Nations of Alaska have prophesies, which speak of the “signs” that will signal or herald in the 5th hoop or 5th dimensional reality, many of which are presenting themselves to us TODAY. The prophesy says that the signals are:

❖ When the White Bison shows up
❖ When the children bring back spirit to the village
❖ When the young start speaking with the Wisdom of the Elders
❖ When the Leadership energies shift to the feminine side
❖ When the Hoop of 100 Eagle feathers gets completed

¹ In addition a group of us have been creating ancient Incan Despachos in sacred ceremony at different sites around southern Vancouver Island, once a month, beginning in 2006 on the 11:11 (November 11th), then 12:12. 1:1, 2:2, 3:3 and 4:4 have followed in 2007. These beautiful bundles of living mandala energy have been slowly releasing their essence through the earth, water, fire, air and ether elements over the last six months in preparation for the events to come.
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The Aleut Elders believe that male energy has dominated for the last 4000 years, some of those traits being, of course, thinking from the brain, the pyramid style of management (top-down), aggressive leadership, not using intuition or feelings from the heart. The female energy is healing, nurturing, loving, caring, touching and sharing. Neither is wrong, but balance and harmony of the masculine with the feminine is needed to bring about peace. They also believe that the energy entrance to Earth Mother is through Alaska – where right now Hosts of Angels are descending into our World. An important message from the Elders of the Alaskan Aleut is that we are looking OUTSIDE to feed a hunger inside - the hunger of spirit. Feeding our spirit with addictions is never enough. Money feeds addictions. We need to heal from the inside out – heal ourselves and feed our spirit.

The meditation starts on Mount McKinley, a sacred mountain in Alaska with two peaks. Imagine Mount Baker that we can see on our eastern horizon, TWICE the size and you only begin to appreciate the magnificence of Mount McKinley. When I was there, a remarkable thing happened. We were in Denali National Park with a weather forecast of 100% chance of rain. This almost made us think twice about going to see the majestic mountain that day. About two thirds through our trip the clouds parted and there it was. The mountain was completely clear; it had been unveiled for us to see. As I watched this magnificent sight two wispy clouds descended and formed a halo around both peaks as if the mountain was being crowned – a sovereign King and Queen.

In our meditation we travel to the most Northerly sacred site on our itinerary: Mount McKinley. There we gather the energies at the top of the mountain, the wisdom of the Elders on the sacred masculine ray. The intention for the meditation is to collect gifts along the way as we travel south to our destination of Lake Titicaca. While we travel down the west coast of Canada an etheric Despacho is created as one of our gifts – a living mandala of west coast symbols. To our surprise the pure white Spirit Bears of British Columbia – the Kermode Bear of Princess Royal Island – show themselves to one of our group, in meditation, offering a tuft of pure white fur for the Despacho bundle. The significance of the White Spirit Bear ties in with the appearance of the White Buffalo as one of the signs of the transition from the fourth to the fifth hoop. As you may or may not know in 1994, the much anticipated first white buffalo calf, Miracle, was born. This beautiful calf

---

2 It is no coincidence that the mighty humpback whales migrate up the west coast and back every year linking energetically the Aleutian Islands, west coast and the Hawaiian Islands in a beautiful spiral of Loving Light through our crystalline pacific waters.
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transformed in colour through the four root races\(^3\) during her life: white, red, yellow and black. The changing of colour represented for those paying careful attention to her the significant meaning, status and connection in the world. Since that time a number of white buffalo calves have been born including Miracle mothering one herself.  

http://www.crystalinks.com[prophecyanimals.html

Many of these buffalo now live under the shadow of the San Franciscoan Peaks near Flagstaff, Arizona, placed perfectly between the Grand Canyon and Sedona. This appearance of pure white (not albino) animals is an important signal. Just before the gathering took place and as the hoop of 100 Eagle feathers was being prepared, one of the Alaskan Elders witnessed another remarkable event: a pure white eagle appeared surrounded by thirteen Ravens. The eagle, then, provided a perfect white eagle feather to be at the central axis of the 100 feather hoop which was completed and taken to the ceremony in Lake Titicaca.

In our meditation journey we move down from Mount McKinley in Alaska down the backbone of our own Vancouver Island, entering through the crown chakra of Cape Scott passing through all of the chakra points, activating healing and celebrating as we go, exiting through the base chakra at Fort Rodd Hill and Saxe Point.\(^4\) From Vancouver Island we traveled west to the Archangel Michael Temple in the Lake Louise Area of the Canadian Rocky Mountains.\(^5\) www.angelictemple.homestead.com Following the backbone of the Rocky Mountains moving south we incorporated the energies of Saint Germain in the Grand Tetons just south of Yellowstone Park. This is where a medicine wheel ceremony was held, in May 2004, linking in nineteen sacred sites around a huge medicine wheel extending to a radius of 600 miles.  

www.shrinesandsacredsites.com/teton/index.htm

The energies of the Rockies in those two sacred areas are sublime. There we find crystal clear air, crystal clear water, powerful earth and transforming alchemical fire. These two areas also bring together the blue ray of loving protection of Archangel Michael and Lady Faith with the transmuting violet flame of Saint Germain. So now we bring with us the ascended masculine energies of the blue ray with merciful forgiveness of the violet flame.

Returning to the west we now connect with Mount Shasta another magnificent sacred mountain, here we connect most strongly with the elemental

---

\(^3\) In the beginning of creation, the four root races: yellow, black, red and white, were sent in the four directions. Each race was given one quarter of the complete sacred teachings. The birth of a white buffalo calf is a signal that it is time for the sacred hoop to be made whole again restoring the World to balance, harmony and peace.

\(^4\) Refer to Peter Tongue’s article “Powering Up the Earth Grid” for more information on Vancouver Island’s sacred sites and chakra points.

\(^5\) My own belief is that the ancient civilization of Lemuria extended from the Pacific Ocean inland as far as the Rocky Mountains and so we deliberately connected the energies of the Rockies into this meditation.
In the meadows of Mount Shasta, they have created such a beautiful place, where the outer and inner Kingdoms of the Earth overlap. Beautiful cold springs bubble out of the ground and flow down the green meadows like bridal veils with magnificent alpine flowers glowing in all their stunning colours. Here nature is indeed in its element. We bring the elemental energy from this sacred site with us. In gratitude, we use the portal of Mount Shasta to travel to the southeast to the desert regions of the red rocks of Sedona and Chaco Canyon.

The marvellous structures of Chaco Canyon were built to mirror the celestial realms – as above so below. This civilisation was created to bring order into chaos, to show that humanity is ready to co-create with spirit in Divine Order. We bring celestial and earthly energies with us in recognition of the need to be in Coherence with Spirit.

The magnificent red rocks of Sedona contain powerful electrical and magnetic vortexes reflecting both feminine and masculine energies. There are many portals to other realms and dimensions in sacred sites around this awe-inspiring region. We collect up these energies where the veil is thinnest, the gossamer membrane between this World and many others, and continue on our journey.

Now we are ready to head south across the border into Central and South America, straight to Peru and the majestic peaks of Machu Picchu. Here we connect with the ancestors, the ancient energies of Lemuria, collecting the wisdom of the elders as we go. Pausing to learn what they have to teach us in our current realities.

Finally, we reach our destination, the shores of Lake Titicaca where we join in ceremony with all those gathered there in physical form and we offer our gifts. The sublime lake resonates on the pink ray of the Divine Feminine, a deep body of water, the womb. Now we have the opportunity to mingle the energies of the blue ray, the violet flame and the soft pink ray, to create a harmonious balance of peace. We learn that five hundred years ago a sun disc, which carried the wisdom of
the cosmos, was hidden at the bottom of the lake waiting to be activated at some time in the future. Are we the future generation that can activate the sun disc and become endowed with its knowledge?

As the ceremony continues and gifts are handed over, so a crystal city of light is activated at the bottom of the lake. The hoop of 100 Eagle Feathers, which has been physically brought down from Alaska, acts as a keystone in the lake to open the necessary portal. In our meditation each person brings their own gift as well. As a group we bring a totem pole carved with an eagle and a condor standing breast-to-breast, heart-to-heart at the top. A peace pipe with the eagle and condor carved on it is offered to the waters, as well as the etheric Despacho containing the tuft of white spirit bear fur.

At the actual ceremony in Lake Titicaca, the Elders each act as a surrogate of their own culture and share a taste of each other’s flavour. There is an activation of the Lake and an opening of the hearts as honour, peace and respect flow through the Lake and out into Pachamama, our sweet Mother Earth.

Following our wonderful meditation a local gathering took place on the east side of the Saanich Peninsula on the first morning after the equinox to welcome in the sun through drumming, chanting and dancing. At dusk on the same day a ceremony was held to close the first full day of the equinox on top of a hill close to Victoria’s downtown core where all inhabitants of our “village” could be included.

On the morning of Thursday March 22nd we held our final ceremony, to bring closure to our involvement of the week of ceremonies. Honouring and celebrating the event through traditions of the Inca and Blackfoot peoples “dreaming the New Earth in harmonic relationship with the earth through the waters”. We closed with a wonderful celebration through dancing, chanting, and singing in deepest gratitude for having the opportunity to be a part of such sacred and wonderful week of ceremonies.

The Condor and Eagle reunited, the sacred masculine and feminine reintegrated, co-creating with Spirit so that PEACE CAN REIGN ON EARTH.